Fully Assembled

Flow-Rail - Assembly & Installation
Before you start, review all the pages of this document.
Always begin by installing top level of the racking structure.
Do not install beams underneath so skyjack can circulate freely below.
Back-stopper beam required for each storage level. (can be flush or recessed)
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(lanes 2 to 5 deep)

step 1: Load rails and install parallel bars: position first two bars as shown. In back, do not place close to beams.
For standard 40'' wide pallets use holes 1 & 3. Prepare nuts & bolts in advance.
Insert and twist. Use drill or ratchet to tighten.
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# of bars per lane

1

Note: when using holes 1 & 3 outside
dimension between the tracks is 40''
(front-head piece, not rails in back)

If other holes are used 38'', 36'', etc.
Always use same holes on both
sides of the parallel bar.
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step 2: Position tracks.
Fix one tek-screw in 1 front-head to secure - do not tighten. (front-heads must be flush with the beam)

Note: front-head is
wider than aluminum
rail.
If front-head is 4'' from
the front post, in back,
rail will be at 4 5/8''
from posts.

step 3: Once track positioning is confirmed (front & back) install remaining tek-screws.

Track 1
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Track 2
Fix 2nd tek-screw as shown.

step 4: Install front plate. Must be flush with the beam.
6 special screws needed. Screws must not make contact with any of the chain bearings.

Back-end of plate must be right after letter E of word 'Exglobe' on the chains.
Insert the screws in sequence: 1 on the left side, 1 right side, 1 left side, etc.

Rear-end of plate
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After every screw use both hands to move plate back & forth to make sure it runs smoothly.
If there is a lot of resistance contact was made with a bearing. Remove screw and try again.
Even if bearing was damaged chain will still run smoothly.
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step 5: Place tape on beams & posts.
For each storage level place tape on both posts so that top of tape is 5 to 6'' from the beam.
For floor level tracks place tape on beams as shown. (same can be done for top level)
Note: position tape markers based on pallet width - not necessarily as shown below.
If different size pallets are used place tape according to smallest pallet.
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step 6: Fix tracks to beams.
Insert & twist quick-fix plates underneath rails as shown.
Apply good pressure on the rail when fixing tek-screw to avoid accidental movement.
Not necessary to install on each beam / one side of beam only.
Do both tracks working your way from front of the lane towards the back.

Install for floor-level tracks:
position quick-fix plates as
shown.
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